
The Physical Web
AND BEYOND….



The Problem



THE BRIDGE 
BETWEEN THE 
REAL WORLD & 
DIGITAL WORLD

Bridging the gap between the 

growing Digital World and the 

Physical World

Traditional media marketing channels are 

dying and something needs to be created to 

bridge personal devices to real world 

elements. 



What People do 
Today

Nothing. 

QR codes failed to take off and now leave 

customers in a void that stops the 

interaction between the mobile device and 

the physical world. 



➔ Everybody has a phone and our dependence on the mobile devices is becoming second nature. 

➔ Marketing needs to be faster to create impressions that lead to engagement. 

➔ Traditional type of Marketing channels are disappearing 

➔ Big business is building the bridge, why not put your own bricks in the bridge?

➔ Older people being phased out naturally will create potholes in traditional marketing. 

➔ URLS not Apps will be the future

Why should a bridge exist?



The Physical Web

The concept of the physical world easily interacting with the digital world. 
Creating a bridge between points of interactions. 



Why is this important?



Learn it Now, Control it Later



The Components of the Physical Web

That Exist Today



Beacons
Bluetooth beacons are hardware transmitters - a 

class of Bluetooth low energy (LE) devices that 

broadcast their identifier to nearby portable electronic 

devices. The technology enables smartphones, 

tablets and other devices to perform actions when in 

close proximity to a beacon.



NFC CARDS

Near Field Communication (NFC) technology is a 

standards-based wireless communication 

technology that allows data to be exchanged 

between devices that are a few centimeters apart. 

NFC operates at 13.56 MHz and transfers data at 

up to 424 Kbits/second.s.



QR CODES

QR code (abbreviated from Quick Response Code) 

is the trademark for a type of matrix barcode (or 

two-dimensional barcode) first designed for the 

automotive industry in Japan. A barcode is a 

machine-readable optical label that contains 

information about the item to which it is attached.



Augmented Reality 
A technology that superimposes a computer-generated 

image on a user's view of the real world, thus providing a 

composite view.



Examples of Usage

That Exist Today



The Physical Web



Balsamiq Tip   |   Use the Balsamiq add-on to make your own wireframe.The Physical Web



Balsamiq Tip   |   Use the Balsamiq add-on to make your own wireframe.The Physical Web



Balsamiq Tip   |   Use the Balsamiq add-on to make your own wireframe.The Physical Web



The New Marketing Cycle



The New Marketing

CYCLE
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Find Out More

Two Free Beacons -

https://www.facebook.com/groups/340104123070639/

AgateBayConsulting.com 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/340104123070639/

